
Now it is time to turn our attention to some of the technical aspects of your images. Having 

our subject in good light and placed correctly in the frame is just half of the battle. The 

other is knowing how to set up your camera to capture the shots you want. This can be 

incredibly difficult to do when you are first starting out as there are so many different 

elements to it! 

This is why we are only going to concentrate on ONE technical aspect today, but one that 

will have a huge impact on your images. We are going to move away from the AUTO mode 

on your camera, and start to use Aperture Priority Mode instead. I'm going to teach you - 

step by step - how to create intentional blur in your images, to help draw the eye to your 

main subject. 

BLUR  THE  BACKGROUND  
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HOW TO BLUR OUT THE BACKGROUND 

AV mode allows you to take the camera away from AUTO, but with the safety of the camera 

still adjusting the other settings to get you the correct exposure. In simple terms, you are 

going to tell your camera what aperture to use, and the camera will set the other two 

elements of exposure - shutter speed and ISO - for you. It's a great introduction to taking 

control of your camera. 

This will allow you to set the aperture manually but the camera will take care of the rest of 

the settings, like shutter speed and ISO, which together with aperture, controls the amount 

of light that reaches the camera sensor. As you get more proficient, you will definitely want 

to manually set all three in Manual Mode (which really is not as scary as it sounds) Turn the 

dial on the top of your camera to AV or A mode. 

1) Set your camera to aperture priority mode.



Aperture is measured in F stops and how low you can go will depend on the type of camera 

you have, and the type of lens. (A kit lens may only go down to 3.6 but other lenses will stop 

lower, say 1.8 or 1.4)) If your lens only goes down to 3.6 then I would suggest using this 

setting. If you have a prime lens that will allow you to stop down 1.8, then choose a few 

stops above, say 2.8, otherwise you may have problems with nailing focus. Using a large 

aperture (small F number) is the first step in getting a blurred background! The lower you 

go, the more blurry the background will be.
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Don't worry too much if you can't stop down as low as you would like with your aperture, as 

there are some further things you can do that will enhance the background blur. The first is 

to make sure that your subject is as far away from the background as possible. Basically, the 

further away your subject is from the background, the more blur you can get. If your subject 

is right up against a wall it doesn't matter what you do, you'll not get much blur!

A longer length lens will give better background blur (it basically magnifies the blur, 

making it look even more out of focus) So, if you have a zoom lens, stand back and zoom in, 

or if you have a choice of lenses, choose the one with the longest focal length.

4) Stand further back and zoom in on your subject

2) Set your camera to a low (small) number.

3) Make sure your subject is a reasonable distance from the background.

5) Focus on your subject and take the photo!

Press your shutter down halfway to set focus on your subject, wait for confirmation that 

focus is set (usually a green light) and press the button! 

This is a trick that you will use all the time in your photography, regardless of the type of 

photograph you create, as it's such a great way of bringing attention to your subject! 
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Using the steps on the cheat sheet, practice with blurring out your backgrounds. Keep 

practising until you are happy with the amount of blur you get!

What to do now:


